
 
  

 

November 4, 2016 

Northwest Territories Public Utilities Board  
203 - 62 Woodland Drive 
Hay River, NWT 
X0E 1G1 

Attention: Mr. Gordon Van Tighem 
Board Chairman 

Dear Sir: 

Re: NTPC 2016/19 GRA: Information Requests – Specific Concerns 

As requested in the Board’s October 26, 2016 letter, Northland Utilities Ltd. (“Northland”) has 
attached an Excel spreadsheet, 2016-11-04 – NTPC IRs – Specific Concerns.xlsx, detailing 
specific concerns with those IR responses identified in Northland’s previously-submitted 
comments (October 24, 2016). 

I trust the forgoing is satisfactory.  Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 

Yours truly, 

Original signed by Corinne Severson 

Corinne Severson 
Director, Regulatory (Distribution) 
(780) 420-5432 
 

CS/by 
Encl. 

 


	November 4, 2016


Concerns - NTPC Responses

		IR		IR		Specific Concerns

		NUL-04(e)		Please explain why NTPC is pursuing this project instead of a non-regulated affiliate of NTPC. Are ratepayers paying for this project or are NTPC’s shareholders paying for this project? 		Response refers to BR-3(f). Response to BR-3(f) does not address NUL's request.

		NUL-05(b)		For each account listed in Table 1.3, please itemize and provide balances for all the deferred assets on NTPC’s balance sheet. Please include NTPC’s existing amortization rate and proposed amortization rate for each item.		Response refers to another application. Broad referral to another application does not address the request.

		NUL-05(d)		For the balances itemized and included in Deferred Expenses for response (c), please describe the balance and why it is included in the Deferred Expenses deferral. For example, please explain what customer benefits are derived as a result of incurring these costs.		Response refers to another application. Broad referral to another application does not address the request.

		NUL-05(e)		What is the current balance of the Rate Stabilization Fund? Please describe what NTPC is proposing for the treatment of any balance if NTPC is not seeking approval of continuation of the Rate Stabilization Fund.		Response refers to another application. Broad referral to another application does not address the request.

		NUL-08(b)		Please provide actual Wholesale sales for the last ten years for each of the Snare and Taltson Zones. Please include updated actuals for the most recent 2015/16 period. Please include demand, energy, the rates charged and revenue.		Response does not provide historical information requested.

		NUL-10(a)		Does NTPC have a deferral account for variances in fuel prices? If not, why not? If so, please explain how fuel price variances are recorded in the deferral account. Please provide a sample calculation.		Response refers to NUL-05. Response to NUL-05 refers to another application. Broad referral to another application does not address the request.

		NUL-10(b)		Does NTPC have a deferral account for variances in fuel volumes? If so, please explain how fuel volume variances are recorded in the deferral account. Please provide a sample calculation.		Response refers to NUL-05. Response to NUL-05 refers to another application. Broad referral to another application does not address the request.

		NUL-10(c)		Please explain how NTPC determined its plant efficiencies for Schedule 4. Please provide all calculations.		Response refers to TGC-9(a). Explanation not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-10(d)		For each community listed in Schedule 4.0.1, please provide the most recent five years of the following actual annual data:
(i) Total generation in MWh;
(ii) Fuel volume consumed (L);
(iii) Average price of fuel ($/L);
(iv) Total cost of fuel including transportation;
(v) Plant efficiencies;		Requested information not provided. Annual data not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-10(e)		For each community listed in Schedule 4.0.2, 4.0.3, and 4.0.4 please provide calculations that reconcile the total forecast Sales with the forecast generation requirements. Please list all variables considered.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-10(g)		For each community listed in Schedule 4.0.1, please provide the most recent five years of the following annual data:
(i) Fuel costs or credits included in the Rate Stabilization Fund;
(ii) Total Sales in MWh;
(iii) Stabilization Rate Rider in ¢/kWh;
(iv) Total revenue collected for, or refunded from, the Rate Stabilization Fund via the Stabilization Rate Rider.		Requested information not provided. Annual data not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-14(b)		Please describe NTPC’s forecast of diesel generation requirements in the Snare zone in previous rate applications.		Description not provided. Response provides amount, not description.

		NUL-14(c)		Please provide the last ten years of actual diesel generation (in MWh) required in the Snare Zone.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-14(d)		Please provide actual water flow data related to the hydro generators in the Snare zone for all historical years available.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-14(e)		Please provide actual hydro generation data (kWh) in the Snare zone for all historical years NTPC has available.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-14(g)		Please provide a monthly breakdown of natural gas generation vs diesel generation for all months of operation in Inuvik.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-14(i)		For each of the generation offset forecasts in Fort Simpson, Colville Lake, Fort Liard and Wrigley:
(i) Please explain how the forecast solar generation was calculated.
(ii) Please provide a list of current solar installations along with kW capacity and forecast solar installations.
(iii) Please provide calculations supporting the solar forecasts.
(iv) Please provide actual solar generation for the past three years.		Response refers to TGC-8(f). Response to TGC-8(f) does not address NUL's request. Excel not provided.

		NUL-15(a)		What were actual heat sales in 2014/15 and 2015/16?		Information requested is under audit. Expect 2015/16 actuals once available.

		NUL-15(b)		How was the $0.477 million determined? Please provide sample calculations.		Response refers to TGC-22(a). Response to TGC-22(a) does not provide calculations. Excel not provided.

		NUL-16(b)		What is the capacity of the Fort Smith’s Distribution System after the system upgrade?		Requested information not provided.

		NUL-16(c)		Please provide the last 5 years of Fort Smith load on the distribution system – peak demand and energy.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-16(d)		Please provide the past 5 years of Fort Smith interruptible electric heat load on the distribution system – peak demand and energy.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-22		For the past five years of actuals plus the three test years, please provide a continuity schedule of NTPC’s FTEs by function (generation, transmission, distribution) and by rate zone or common cost.  For each FTE, please include a job description.		Requested information not provided. Subject to other interveners' agreement, Northland will withdraw requirement for job descriptions.

		NUL-25(a)		For each zone, please provide details regarding how Other Revenue was determined. For each zone, please provide detailed calculations supporting the values shown in Schedule 3.1-1.		Excel not provided.

		NUL-25(b)		Please provide the positions and associated amounts of each FTE included in Common Costs. Using this information, please provide detailed calculations reconciling to the $23,956 amount provided in Schedule 3.1-1.		Response refers to BR-9(b). Unclear how NUL's request is responded to in response to BR-9(b).

		NUL-25(c)		Please provide details regarding what Supplies and Services including associated amounts are included in Common Costs. Using this information, please provide detailed calculations reconciling to the $14,756 amount provided in Schedule 3.1-1.		Response refers to YK/HR-15(j). Unclear how NUL's request is responded to in response to YK/HR-15(j).

		NUL-25(d)		Please provide details regarding what Travel and Accommodation including associated amounts are included in Common Costs. Using this information, please provide detailed calculations reconciling to the $2,329 amount provided in Schedule 3.1-1.		Response refers to YK/HR-15(j). Unclear how NUL's request is responded to in response to YK/HR-15(j).

		NUL-27(a)		Please fill in the following table using (i) costs related to projects over $400K listed in the referenced chapters for the test years; and (ii) actual costs for non-test years. 		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-27(b)		Please fill in the following table using (i) costs related to all other projects not included in the referenced chapters for the test years; and (ii) actual costs for non-test years.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-27(d)		Please explain how the Overhaul Deferral Account works.		Response does not address NUL's request.

		NUL-27(f)		Please explain how costs are recovered from the Overhaul Deferral Account.		Response does not address NUL's request.

		NUL-27(g)		Please explain how the Water License Deferral Account works.		Response does not address NUL's request.

		NUL-27(i)		Please explain how costs are recovered from the Water License Deferral Account.		Response does not address NUL's request.

		NUL-28(a)		Please fill out the following table confirm the numbers in the following table correlate to what is provided in Schedules 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.3.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.

		NUL-28(c)		For each zone, please provide a continuity schedule from the last-approved Plant Specific Mid-year Rate Base through the test years.		Requested information not provided. Excel not provided.





